Train/Toll fees subject to change without notice.

**TRAIN ROUTE:** 480 yen (one way total for an adult), 60 min. trip (approx. total duration to Tama-dobutsuken sta. including walking/waiting)

For the latest information about the tracks at each station, please follow the electric signs located at the station.

---

**INSTRUCTIONS** (tracks at each point - see the chart above)

A. Go to Fussa sta - about 15 min. walk from the Fussa Gate.

B. At Fussa sta purchase 170 yen (adult) / 90 yen (child) ticket for the JR train lines from the ticket vending machine.

   From the track #2, take JR OME LINE. You may take any (normal) OME LINE as long as it goes to either Tachikawa or Tokyo (Shinjuku).

C. At Tachikawa sta walk up stairs and go out the ticket gate, and turn to the left toward South Exit side of Tachikawa sta.

   After passing the entrances for the Grandou store on your left, walk straight out onto the connected pedestrian deck (not walking for down the stairs), and now you should see the monorail Tachikawa-Minami station.

   (see map #1)

D. At the vending machine in the Tachikawa-Minami sta purchase 310 yen (adult) / 160 yen (child) ticket for the Tama Monorail. Take the monorail toward Tama Center.

E. At Tama-dobutsuken sta get off the monorail and walk out the gate (only one location). You should see Tama Zoological Park entrance.

---

(Return trip to Yokota)

Please retrace steps, using the bottom part tracks indicated on the TRAIN ROUTE chart above.

(i.e. track 1)

At Tama-dobutsuken sta., buy 310 yen (adult) / 160 yen (child) ticket and take the Tama Monorail back to Tachikawa-Minami sta.

At Tachikawa, transfer to the JR train OME LINE. Buy 170 yen (adult) / 90 yen (child) ticket and take JR OME LINE - take the OME LINE for Ome / Okutama / Mifuke / Kobe, to Fussa sta. At Fussa sta., go out from the East Exit for Yokota AB.